
Table Tent Sizes
Table tents have different unique sizes just like any other printed marketing, advertising, and
informational material. Oftentimes, choosing the right table tent size is essential to making
the best table tent for your needs and specific objectives.

Table Tent Sizes Standard

Standard A-Frame

Standard A-Frame is the most common table tent standard size. In fact, it has a category
consisting of three sizes: 4 inch x 6 inch panels (101.6 mm x 152.4 mm), 5 inch x 6.5 inch
panels (127 mm x 165.1 mm), and 8 inch x 4 inch panels (203.2 mm x 101.6 mm).

Standing Triangle

Standing Triangle table tent size category consists of three specific sizes as well: 4″ x 4″
panels (10.16 cm x 10.16 cm), 6″ x 4″ panels (15.24 cm x 10.16 cm), and 8″ x 4″ panels
(20.32 cm x 10.16 cm). Table tents with a Standing Triangle size have roughly the same



dimensions as Standard A-Frame table tents. The major difference is that they stand
vertically.

Pyramid Tent

The Pyramid Tent standard size category also has three specific sizes: 3.4″ pyramid (3.4″
diagonals, 3.9″ base edges), 4.25″ pyramid (4.25″ diagonals, 5.1″ base edges), and 5″
pyramid (5″ diagonals, 5.7″ based edges). As its name implies, table tents of this size are
shaped like pyramids. Each page or panel connects seamlessly to form a pyramid with a
base that measures wider than the diagonals.



Table Tent Sizes for Digital – Social Media

Facebook Table Tent Size

Today’s edition of Facebook requires image files to at least have 1200 x 630 pixels for
landscape and 630 x 1200 for portrait orientation. So if you want to upload digital copies of
your table tents on Facebook, make sure that they have those pixel counts. It helps ensure
that they’ll have an HD quality seen on computer screens and mobile Android phone
screens.



Twitter Table Tent Size

Twitter recommends images to have 1024 x 512 pixels to ensure they look great on
monitors, smartphone screens, iPad screens, and other mobile device screens. So when
editing the graphics of your table tent, don’t forget to change its pixel count to 1024 x 512 if
you plan to share it digitally on Twitter.



Instagram Table Tent Size

Instagram is also an excellent platform to market your business. That said, you can also
share your table tents on the platform. Just make sure to increase their pixel count to 1080
x 566 for landscape and 1080 x 1350 for portrait orientation. That should make every font,
letter, icon, graphic design element, and attached image look crisp and clear.



LinkedIn Table Tent Size

LinkedIn’s recommended image sizes are 1200 x 627 pixels for landscape and 627 x 1200
pixels for portrait orientation. See to it that the digital copies of your table tents have those
same measurements before you upload them to LinkedIn.



Table Tent Sizes for Print

4″ x 6″ Panels

4″ x 6″ Panels are a commonly used size for table tents and belong to the Standard
A-Frame category. Table tents of this size are typically food menu table tents and restaurant
table tents.

5″ x 6.5″ Panels

5″ x 6.5″ Panels are sort of the medium size of the Standard A-Frame table tent size
category. It’s only an inch taller than 4″ x 6″ Panels. Table tents of this size are mostly
displayed on top of dinner tables and counters.

8″ x 4″ Panels

8″ x 4″ Panels is the largest size under the Standard A-Frame and Standing Triangle table
tent size category. This is best used for table tents intended for marketing. These could be
fitness training table tents, travel agency table tents, bank services table tents, and many
more.

4″ x 4″ Panels

4″ x 4″ Panels is a standard table tent size under the Standing Triangle category. As you
can see, the width and height measurements of this size are an exact match. That means
each page or panel of a Standing Triangle table tent is a perfect square. It doesn’t need any
holder to stand on its own on top of a table.

6″ x 4″ Panels

6″ x 4″ Panels are only two inches taller than 4″ x 4″ Panels. It also belongs to the Standing
Triangle category and is also commonly used. Some kids school table tents, services table
tents, and pro table tents use 6″ x 4″ Panels size.

3.4″ Pyramid



3.4″ Pyramid is the smallest size under the Pyramid Tent category. Pyramid table tents of
this size have base edges that measure 3.9″. All pyramid table tents have four pages with
one base that makes them stand on their own.

4.25″ Pyramid

Pyramid table tents with a 4.25″ Pyramid size are only slightly taller than those with a 3.4″
Pyramid size. However, their base edges are more than an inch wider.

5″ Pyramid

5″ Pyramid is the largest standard size under the Pyramid Tent category. This size can be
used for any type of table tent. At a glance, 5″ pyramid table tents are roughly the same size
as 4.25″ pyramid table tents, including their respective base edge sizes.





Table Tent Sizes for Email

If you wish to send or share digital copies of your table tents via email, adjust their size to
640 x 480 pixels. And if the recipients of the email will view it using mobile devices, you can
reduce it to 360 x 640 pixels. However, 640 x 480 pixels would be the safer option to ensure
the best quality.



Table Tent Sizes for Business

The best sizes for business table tents would be 4″ x 6″ panels, 4″ x 4″ panels, and 5″ x 6.5″
panels. The smaller sizes are ideal for business table tents since they tend to be simple like
business cards. They mostly only contain a professional individual’s name, business logo,
and contact information.



Table Tent Sizes for Adobe Photoshop

In Adobe Photoshop, you can craft table tents with up to 5000 x 2812 pixels. And since it
gives users full creative control, you can use any table tent size. You’re free to use Standard
A-Frame sizes, Standing Triangle Sizes, and Pyramid Tent sizes.



Table Tent Sizes for Adobe Illustrator

In Adobe Illustrator, the most ideal table tent sizes you can use are 4″ x 6″ panels and 5″ x
5.5″ panels. In addition, you set up a custom vector size for your table tents so that they
look presentable digitally. Adobe Illustrator gives you a lot of creative room since it supports
up to 227″ x 227″ maximum artboard size.



Table Tent Size FAQs

What size are table tents?

Table tents have three standard sizes: Standard A-Frame, Standing Triangle, and Pyramid
Tent.

How are table tents typically used?

Table tents are typically used for marketing products/services and announcing upcoming
events, and they’re usually displayed on top of tables and counters inside public
establishments.

What is standard table tent size?

The standard table tent sizes are 4″ x 4″ panels, 4″ x 6″ panels, 5″ x 6.5″ panels, 6″ x 4″
panels, 8″ x 4″ panels, 3.4″ pyramid, 4.25″ pyramid, and 5″ pyramid.

What’s the appropriate size for a logo on a table tent?

A logo should be around 0.75″ x 0.75″ big on a table tent.

What size of paper for table tent?

You can use papers of an 8.5″ x 11″ size to print table tents.

How do you make a folding table tent?

You can use pre-cut table tent cards that are foldable or craft a double-sided table tent
using Photoshop, Illustrator, or other similar apps.



What is the best material to make a table tent?

The best paper material to create and print table tents are high-quality, durable paper
stocks.

Do table tent printing services offer custom sizes?

Yes, most table tent printing service providers let you choose a custom size outside of the
standard sizes.

What paper stocks can table tents be made of?

Table tents can be made of 120# Gloss Cover, 120# Dull/Matte Cover, and 100# Uncoated
Cover paper stocks.

What are table talkers and tent cards?

Table talkers and tent cards are used for display on tabletops to promote products, services,
and events. They’re commonly used by businesses in the retail and services industries.


